340.55–340.59 Medieval, modern, religious systems of law

Class comprehensive works in 340.5; class nondominant legal systems associated with specific ethnic groups in 340.52; class comprehensive works on law of specific jurisdictions and areas in modern world in 349

.55 Medieval European law

Limited to comprehensive works on Europe as a whole, but without regard to whether the legal systems are dominant or nondominant

Including feudal law, medieval Roman law

Class medieval civil law in 340.56; class medieval common law in 340.57

For comprehensive works on medieval European law operative in a specific jurisdiction, see the jurisdiction in 349.41–349.49, plus notation from Table 1 for the historical period, e.g., comprehensive works on law operative in medieval England 349.420902, comprehensive works on law operative in England during the Anglo-Saxon period 349.4209021

[.550 94] Europe

Do not use; class in 340.55

[.550 941–.550 949] Specific countries, localities in medieval Europe

Do not use; class in 349.41–349.49